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ABSTRACT
Spot fire due to the ember accumulation is considered as the major cause of Wildland
Urban Interface (WUI) structure ignition during wildfires. This dissertation develops
techniques to investigate the regions on the roof top of a series of buildings which are likely
to see the ember build up during an ember storm as well as study the accumulation rate of
ember on the roofs. The results from experiments suggested that the vulnerable roof regions
where embers have a significant chance of accumulated after landing are highly correlated
to the aerodynamic forces on the roof. To be specific, the regions with the high dynamic
force are where embers will not buildup after landing. Regarding the ember accumulation
experiments, the mass of embers obtained on a single isolated building is highly sensitive
to the wind direction, wind velocity and the shape of building including number and the
direction of internal corners. In addition, the results of ember accumulation on the roof of
building in a community layout show that with the normal grid layout community
increasing the number of buildings upstream with a consistent of spacing between building
generally results in a decrease in the mass of accumulated ember due to the appearance of
the skimming flow induced by the upstream buildings. Whereas the upstream buildings in
the staggered community layout might lead to the wake effect which in turn results in the
larger ember accumulation mass with the case of upstream building rows of 2. For other
cases of building rows of 3 and 4, the staggered layout also sees the reduction in the
accumulated embers in comparison with the case of no surrounding buildings. Finally, the
presence of the surrounding buildings in both layouts also affects the flow separation at the
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target building with less variation of dynamic force on the roof, resulting on the less
variation of the amount of obtained ember for the same testing case.
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INTRODUCTION
Each year, an area of 301 to 337 Mha of wildland is destroyed by wildfires across

the world (Giglio, Randerson et al. 2013) with the US share of about 7 million acres
resulting from 72,400 wildfires (National Centers for Environmental Information 2019).
Unfortunately, the burned wildfire area is predicted to increase due to climate change
(McKenzie, Littell 2017, Abatzoglou, Kolden 2011, Piñol, Terradas et al. 1998) with the
increase of temperature and more severe long-term periods of dryness (Abatzoglou, Kolden
2011).
Wildfires destroy millions of acres of forest, killing billions of animals, changing
the wildland soil nutrient content (Johnson, Murphy et al. 2007), contributing to global
warming due to the release of carbon dioxide into the atmosphere (Cannon, DeGraff 2009,
Butry, Mercer et al. 2001) as well as resulting in a negative impact on global economic
growth (Richardson, Champ et al. 2012).
Wildfires also result in home fires in Wildland Urban Interface (WUI) communities
with a huge loss of structures and people reported in USA, Spain, Portugal, and Australia
(Manzello, Samuel L., Suzuki et al. 2012). The 2009 Black Saturday bushfire in Victoria,
Australia led to 173 fatalities, 414 injuries and about two thousand destroyed structures
(Manzello, Samuel L., Suzuki et al. 2012, National Museum of Australia ). Another recent
devastating wildfire is the Camp Fire which happened in Butte County in California, US
in November, 2018 which resulted in 153,336 acres burned, 18,804 demolished structures
and 85 fatalities (Cal Fire ).
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Therefore, it is of paramount importance to understand the reasons and mechanism
of WUI building ignition during a wildfire. There is a growth of evidence that exposure to
firebrand showers is the main cause leading to WUI house ignition during wildfires.
Firebrands (embers) land on and remain in contact with the structure leading to the ignition
of so-called spot fires (Tohidi, Kaye 2017a, Manzello, Samuel L., Maranghides et al. 2007,
Tohidi, Kaye 2017b). Spot fire formation is known as a sophisticated and stochastic process
with the first step seeing firebrands formed from burning vegetation (Manzello, Samuel L.,
Maranghides et al. 2007) and structures (Suzuki, Manzello 2016, Manzello, Samuel L.,
Suzuki 2017) in the wild fires which are then lifted up due to and drag forces from the
buoyant fire plume, transporting downstream in the atmospheric boundary layer, followed
by the final step of landing, accumulating and igniting of a fuel bed (Koo, Pagni et al.
2010).
Firebrands are generated in wildfires because the pyrolysis and charring process
due to the heat released from the fire create structurally weakened elements which in turn,
under aerodynamic shearing, results in the breakage of vegetation branches and bark
detachment from the tree (Barr, Ezekoye 2013). The formation of firebrands from wild
fires has been studied extensively with both separate single burning vegetation experiments
(Manzello, Samuel L., Maranghides et al. 2007, Manzello, Samuel L., Cleary et al. 2008)
and prescribed burning of pine forest areas (Filkov, Prohanov et al. 2017, Thomas, Mueller
et al. 2017). Most of these studies focus on investigation of the shape as well as the weight
of embers created from wildfires. Manzello et al. (Manzello, Samuel L., Cleary et al. 2008)
collected firebrands which are generated from 2.6m and 5.2m tall burning Douglas-fir trees
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in the laboratory without a wind field. The collected embers predominantly have the shape
of a cylinder with diameter around 3-4mm and lengths from 40 to 53mm. Whereas, the
prescribed forest fire (Filkov, Prohanov et al. 2017, Thomas, Mueller et al. 2017) created
both rod like and plate/disk-like embers with the latter accounting up to appropriately 70%
of the embers generated.
After firebrands are created in the wildfire, they are lifted due to drag forces in the
fire plume and travel downwind with the help of the ambient wind field. The earliest model
for non-combusting ember transportation was presented by Tachikawa (Tachikawa 1983,
Tachikawa 1988) with non-dimensional equations for the trajectories of flying objects in
term of their shape and mass. Afterward, all of transportation models which either applied
for non-combusting or combusting flying objects were constructed based on the Tachikawa
equations. Baker (Baker 2007) derived flights equations for compact and sheet like debris
in a steady wind field. Simplifying these equations by ignoring vertical air velocity, Baker
(Baker 2007) and Kaye (Kaye 2015) showed that, for long enough travel time in a steady
wind field, debris will move horizontally at the same speed as the wind field and vertically
at its terminal velocity.
Following the downwind transportation embers land and accumulate at various
locations on a building. With enough accumulation, ignition of the fuel bed (building) can
occur due to heat transfer from the embers to the structure. The latter phenomenon has been
widely investigated to see the susceptibility of different building components under the
attack of an ember storm (Manzello, Samuel L., Suzuki et al. 2012, Manzello, Samuel,
Suzuki et al. 2017, Suzuki, Johnsson et al. 2016, Santamaria, Kempná et al. 2015). The
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Insurance Institute for Business & Home Safety (IBHS) carried out full scale experiments
to examine the susceptibility of an entire building under the attack of an ember storm.
However, they only presented qualitative results for a particular house. Research that
quantifies the ember load required for ignition is typically conducted with unrealistic
geometry (Manzello, Samuel L., Suzuki et al. 2012, Manzello, Samuel, Suzuki et al. 2017),
i.e. only building sub-structures are exposed not the entire building. As such, the wind flow
around the building is not accounted for and, therefore, the rate of accumulation is not
accurately parameterized.
Hence, there is a gap in the research literature in that there are no detailed
quantitative measurements of ember accumulation rates on roof tops for realistic building
geometry in a model wind field. This project aims to fill this gap by quantifying the ember
accumulation rate at different locations on a building in the WUI community at the
laboratory scale, examining the key controlling parameters of this accumulation rate. The
outcome then can be used as the input for risk management models during a wildfire which
can be used to improve the disaster resilience for WUI communities.
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2

OBJECTIVES OF THIS PROJECT

The ultimate objective of this project is to quantify ember build up on the rooftop of
buildings in the WUI community and apply this data to better understand fire risk from
ember storms. More specific objectives are listed as follows:
1. Investigate the removal mechanism of embers on building rooftops by identifying
conditions in terms of wind speed and wind angle under which embers will stay on the
roof from an initially rested state.
2. Quantify the ember accumulation rate for a range of isolated buildings under the attack
of non-combusting ember shower. The quantification of ember accumulation for each
model in this step will be used to compare with ember accumulation rates when there
is no building present (base case).
3. Quantify the ember accumulation rate at various locations on target buildings in the
presence of surrounding model buildings. These data then will be used with those
obtained from the previous objectives to develop a comprehensive quantification of
ember accumulation under the influence of wind conditions, building location, and
community building layout.
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3

METHODOLOGY

In this section, the description of the proposed testing apparatus will be shown along with
the discussion of wind tunnel testing requirements, followed by descriptions of the
techniques used for meeting these requirements as well as the setup used for the boundary
layer wind tunnel experiments.
3.1

Overview of testing apparatus

The experiments were carried out at the Clemson University boundary layer Wind Tunnel
which is classified as the low speed as it has a maximum wind speed that is much less than
134 m/s (Bradshaw, Pankhurst 1964, Barlow, Rae et al. 1999). The models to be tested
were placed on the turntable with diameter of 2.75m inside the Wind tunnel with test
section of 3.05m width, 2.03m of height and 20m of length. Two high performance fans
with diameter of 1.8m were used to blow air through the tunnel in which one end side was
constructed with honey-comb grid, a contraction and a set of screens in order to produce
low turbulence intensity uniform flow. At the outlet of the contraction there were spire
boards followed by roughness blocks that were placed to develop a turbulent boundary
layer at the test section. Two types of spire boards along with a couple of different kinds
of surface roughness elements were used to manage the upstream conditions. These are
shown in figure 3.1.
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(b)

(a)

Figure 3.1.Wind tunnel upstream terrain. (a) Wooden blocks with small spire. (b) Foam
blocks with big spire.
The small spire board consisted of 10 triangles with 45 cm of height and 10 cm of base
width evenly distributed across the width of the wind tunnel. The big board has the same
design principle with 6 triangles of dimension of 92.2 cm height and 25.4 cm base. The
wooden blocks have a length of 3.2 cm and height of 1.6cm, while the blue foam elements
are 8 cm cubes. Both wooden and foam elements were glued on the boards which are
screwed down to wind tunnel floor and can be changed to simulate different upstream
conditions. Various wind velocity profiles with different upstream conditions will be
discussed in detail in section 3.3.1.
3.2

Wind tunnel testing requirements

Because the experiments are intended to be carried out in the boundary layer wind tunnel,
a series of requirements including boundary layer flow, geometrical similarity, and
dynamic similarity (Barenblatt 1987, Erich J. Plate & J. E. Cermak 1963) need to be
satisfied to ensure that the result can be scaled up to the full scale case. Each requirement
will be discussed below:
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3.2.1 Boundary layer flow
The Clemson University boundary layer wind tunnel was designed to simulate the Earth’s
surface boundary layer which has a typical height of 1000m (Barlow, Rae et al. 1999).
Therefore, the wind profile at the testing turntable should have the same characteristics as
the boundary layer wind field which is a non-uniform flow with high turbulence and should
have an appropriate atmospheric mean wind speed profile over height.
For turbulent flow developed in the boundary layer, the time-averaged wind speed profiles
can be approximated by a “power law profile” (John D.Holmes 2017, American Society of
Civil Engineers., 2012), in which the mean wind speed at a given height z is related to
mean wind speed at reference height zref by:
𝛼

𝑧
̅(𝑧) = 𝑈
̅𝑟𝑒𝑓 (
𝑈
)
𝑧𝑟𝑒𝑓

3.1

The exponent α varies with terrain roughness which was presented for the first time by
Davenport (Davenport 1965, Davenport 1960).
Moreover, the thickness of the boundary layer wind profile in the wind tunnel should be
1.3 times that of the model height and ideally would be the full height of the wind tunnel
(Barlow, Rae et al. 1999). Therefore, the wind velocity profile produced at the testing
turntable will be examined before carrying out any experiments and will be detailed in
section 3.3.1.
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3.2.2 Geometrical similarity
Geometric similarity can be achieved by matching scale ratios (scaling ratio=φ=Lfull/Llab)
for both the house and model embers, φhouse= φember, or
Hfull_house
Dfull_ember
=
Hlab_house
Dlab_ember

3.2

Where Hfull_house and Hlab_house respectively are the eave heights of the full-scale house and
model house, Dfull_ember and Dlab_ember respectively are the diameters of the full scaled ember
and model ember.
According to available information on ember parameters from ember generation laboratory
experiments (Manzello, Samuel L., Maranghides et al. 2007), prescribed wildland fire
(Filkov, Prohanov et al. 2017) and real wildfires (Manzello, Samuel, Foote 2014)) the
cylinder ember has the average diameter about 5 mm (Dfull_ember = 5mm), whereas the
smallest model ember that can be produced to use in this study is about 0.5mm (see section
3.3.3 for more details). Therefore, it can be noted that to meet the requirements of equation
(2), the smallest length scaling ratio can be only selected as 1:10. With this scaling ratio a
model house will have an eave height of 30 cm with the typical eave height of a full scale
single story house being approximately 3m and length of model house would need to be
150-200cm. However, a model house with a cross section area (30cm x 150cm) is too large
to meet the blockage ratio requirement for wind tunnel testing (less than 5%) which is
defined as the ratio between the cross sectional area of the model to the cross sectional area
of wind tunnel (2m x3m) (American Society of Civil Engineers., 2012). It is also noted that
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the wind field in the proposed testing wind tunnel (see section 3.3.1) only can produce the
boundary layer thickness up to 60 cm. Therefore, a model with 30 cm eave height in
addition with 15 cm roof height (6/12 roof pitch) is not possible for this type of testing.
Hence, it is necessary to choose the model house geometry that is small enough to satisfy
the limit of the blockage ratio. It this case, the scaling ratio 1:30 for model buildings is
selected to satisfy both of mentioned reasons. In the initial experiments, models
representing a simple single private home with dimension of 10.1cm in eave’s height,
20.3cm in width and 40.6cm in length (replicated of 3.0m x 6.1m x12.2m full scale
building) were created using plywood with various roof pitches ranging from 0/12 to 12/12
in increments of 2/12.
3.2.3 Ember geometry and properties
Firebrands which are generated from wildland fires generally have disk-like and rod-like
geometry as discussed above. In the limitation of this study, only rod like model firebrands
are created for the experiments. To ensure that the ember trajectory is correctly modeled,
model embers should have a similar length scale ratio (𝜂 = 𝐿⁄𝐷 ), as the full-scale embers
(detailed in section 3.3.3). Model embers also should have a known density ρember_lab so that
matching the Tachikawa number (see section 3.2.4) can be achieved.
3.2.4 Dynamic similarity
Meeting the requirements of dynamic similarity for ember transportation, landing, and
build-up on the building roof means that all forces acting on embers and the model house
have identical scaling ratios. The achievement of this similarity through dimensionless
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numbers such as the Reynolds number, Tachikawa number, and friction coefficient will be
discussed below:
Matching Reynolds number between full-scale and lab-scale model experiments ensures
that the viscous force of flow acting on model embers and model buildings is correctly
modeled in the boundary layer wind tunnel (Erich J. Plate & J. E. Cermak 1963). The
Reynolds number is defined as the ratio between the inertial force and viscous force:

𝑅𝑒 =

𝑉. 𝐿
𝜈

3.3

Where, V is the mean wind velocity, L is a characteristic length scale, and 𝜈 is the
Kinematic viscosity of the fluid.
So, in this study with the geometrical scaling ratio of 1:30 for buildings, 𝐿𝑙𝑎𝑏 =

𝐿𝑓𝑢𝑙𝑙
30

, to

match the Reynolds for the buildings the mean wind speed in the wind tunnel should be
equal 30 times that of full scale wind speed (Vlab=30.Vfull). Wind speed measurements from
the Angora fire showed winds ranging from 4.5 m/s gusting up to 13 m/s (Manzello,
Samuel, Foote 2014).Therefore, the mean wind speed in wind tunnel would need to be 135390 m/s which is much larger than the upper limit of the Clemson University Boundary
Layer Wind Tunnel. It is, therefore, impossible to carry on in this type of wind tunnel
testing while satisfying Reynolds number similarity. Actually, no atmospheric phenomena
can be modeled in a low speed wind tunnel if strict Reynolds number similarity is applied
(Meroney, Neff 1996). Fortunately, the effect of Reynold number similarity in many cases
can be carefully considered and neglected. One of the cases that the effect of Reynold
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number similarity can be relaxed is when the Reynold number of wind tunnel testing is
larger than 10,000 (Meroney, Neff 1996) which is easily reached by this study set up for
the Reynolds number on the model house. For example, with a 10 cm eave height, the
velocity required to achieve a Reynolds number of 10,000 is only 1.5 m/s.
For the embers the Reynolds number directly affects the drag coefficient CD and it is
required to give the same CD for both full scale and lab scale. In this study, the embers can
be considered as the circular cylinders with aspect ratio of ƞ= length/diameter=8 with the
Re of 2300 for full scale and 140 for lab scale. With these values of Re the corresponding
CD for the circular cylinders with the aspect ratio of 5 are very similar. See figure 10.36 of
(Hoerner 1965, Knudsen, James George, Katz,Donald L. 1958) which is reproduced in the
figure 3.2. Therefore, the problem of Reynolds number similarity can be neglected for this
project.
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Figure 3.2. Drag coefficient for flow past circular cylinder with different length to diameter
ratio (Knudsen, James George, Katz,Donald L. 1958)

The Tachikawa number is the next dimensionless parameter which should be matched
between full scale and lab scale experiments. Matching of Tachikawa numbers (Tachikawa
1983, Holmes 2004, Baker 2007) guarantees that the trajectory of the model firebrand
accurately replicates ember flight at full scale. The Tachikawa number is defined as:

𝜌𝑎𝑖𝑟 𝑉 2
𝐾=
𝜌𝑒𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑔𝐿

3.4

Where, V is mean wind speed, ρair is the density of air, ρember is the density of the ember, g
is gravitational acceleration, and L is a characteristic length scale for the ember. Hence,
matching full scale Tachikawa number and scale model Tachikawa number leads to:
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2
2
𝜌𝑎𝑖𝑟 𝑉𝑓𝑢𝑙𝑙
𝜌𝑎𝑖𝑟 𝑉𝑙𝑎𝑏
=
𝜌𝑒𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟_𝑓𝑢𝑙𝑙 𝑔𝐿𝑓𝑢𝑙𝑙
𝜌𝑒𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟_𝑙𝑎𝑏 𝑔𝐿𝑙𝑎𝑏

3.5

So, with the given Vfull, ρember_full, ρember_lab, Lfull, Llab, the Tachikawa number similarity can
be satisfied by adjusting boundary layer mean wind speed:

𝑉𝑙𝑎𝑏 = 𝑉𝑓𝑢𝑙𝑙 √

𝐿𝑙𝑎𝑏 𝜌𝑒𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟_𝑙𝑎𝑏
𝐿𝑓𝑢𝑙𝑙 𝜌𝑒𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟_𝑓𝑢𝑙𝑙

3.6

In other words, with the value ρember_lab of close to ρember_full (see section 3.3.3) the and the
Llab of approximately 1/10 of Lfull , Vlab should be about 1/3 times of Vfull to match the
Tachikawa number, which is possible to achieve in this study.
3.2.5 Friction coefficient
Matching Tachikawa number ensures ember transportation downstream of wildfire is
accurately modeled, while matching the friction coefficient between model embers and
roof material will ensure that embers, after landing on the roof, will stay there as desired.
Hence, the ember accumulation rate will be appropriately modeled in the wind tunnel.
Consider an object resting on a reclined surface with weight W as shown in the figure 3.3,
The weight can be broken into components normal to the surface WN , which is balanced
by normal reaction force N, and a component parallel to the surface WP. The friction force
F created due to the contact between the surface of the object and the inclined surface
balances WP.
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Figure 3.3. Friction coefficient
So, F=WP=W.sinθ. When the slope of reclined surface increases, friction force also
increases and reaches maximum Fs, i.e. the limiting static frictional force (Hibbeler 2015),
which is expressed as:
3.7

𝐹𝑠𝑚𝑎𝑥 = 𝜇𝑠 𝑊𝑠

Where the constant µs is the coefficient of static friction. After the friction force reaches its
maximum value Fs, any increase of slope will break the equilibrium between friction and
WP, resulting in the object sliding off the surface. Hence,
𝑊𝑝 = 𝜇𝑠 𝑊𝑁 ,

or 𝑊𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃𝑠 = 𝜇𝑠 𝑊𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃𝑠

3.8

Therefore:

𝜇𝑠 = 𝑡𝑎𝑛𝜃𝑠

3.9
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where 𝜃𝑠 is the maximum angle at which the object stays at rest on the surface and is also
known as the friction angle.
In other words, matching the coefficient of friction can be archived through matching the
maximum value of reclined angle 𝜃 for which embers will still stay on the roof surface.
The technique showing how the friction coefficient was measured will be discussed in

section 3.3.2.
3.3

Experimental techniques for satisfying flow similarity

In this section, the wind tunnel wind profiles without any testing model buildings and
embers is described. The techniques of matching the friction coefficient as well as the
procedure of producing model embers are also presented.
3.3.1 Boundary layer velocity profiles
Before the models and embers were prepared, which is described in sections 3.2.2 and
section 3.3.3, the wind velocity profiles in the wind tunnel were measured for different
combinations of upstream terrain configurations by recording the wind velocity at different
fan speeds at the turntable. Four combinations of upstream conditions were created from 2
different spire boards as well as two types of surface roughness elements, which are shown
in figure 3.1. Two anemometer Cobra probes, which are able to measure 3-components of
velocity within a range of ± 450 at frequencies of more than 2000Hz (Turbulent Flow
Instrumentation Pty Ltd ) were used to record 180 second time averages of the wind
velocity at different heights. One of the probes is moveable and controlled by a robot hand,
the other one is placed at 2.54 cm (1 inch) above the center of the turntable as a reference.
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The wind velocity is dependent of air density which is again varying with the air
temperature. The air temperature inside the Wind Tunnel is obtained by a type T
thermocouple as an input for calculating wind velocity from both probes mentioned above.
The fans are controlled in the Labview environment through NI DAQ modules. A voltage
output in range 0 - 10V is sent out from the DAQ module to the fan control panel to regulate
fan speed. In this step, four levels of voltage were used with different combinations of
surface roughness to study the wind velocity profile at the turntable, which is presented in
table 3.1.
Table 3.1.Terrain configurations for recording wind velocity profiles in Wind tunnel.
Terrain Terrain combination
No

Fan controlling Mean wind velocity at
voltage (V)
Zref (m/s)

1

Wooden blocks and small spire

3, 5, 7, 9

4.43, 6.34, 7.54, 9.06

2

Wooden blocks and big spire

3, 5, 7, 9

4.14, 6.02, 7.71, 9.68

3

Blue foam blocks and small spire

3, 5, 7, 9

4.00, 5.50, 6.84, 8.33

4

Blue foam blocks and big spire

3, 5, 7, 9

3.43, 5.22, 6.82, 8.34

̅(𝑧),
For turbulent flow developed in the boundary layer, the time-averaged wind speed, 𝑈
̅𝑟𝑒𝑓 ) measured at
at a given height (z) is linked to the reference mean wind speed (𝑈
reference height (𝑍𝑟𝑒𝑓 ) as shown in equation 3.1.
Along with mean wind speed, turbulence intensities for longitudinal, transverse and
vertical components also were measured. The turbulence intensity is the ratio of standard
deviation (root mean square) of each time fluctuating component to the mean wind speed:
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𝐼𝑢 =

𝜎𝑢
,
̅
𝑈

𝐼𝑣 =

𝐼𝑤 =

for longitudinal

𝜎𝑣
,
̅
𝑈

for lateral

𝜎𝑤
,
̅
𝑈

for vertical

3.10

3.11

3.12

In this step, time-average wind speed and turbulence intensities were analyzed to see which
upstream terrain condition can be selected to simulate the atmospheric boundary layer and
can be used for the experiments in the next step. The dimensionless wind velocity (U/Uref)
over dimensionless height (Z/Zref) along with the power-law fits were plotted for different
upstream terrain configurations (figure 3.4a). All the terrain configurations can produce the
wind field with appropriate mean velocity profile which follows the power law equation
(3.1). Please refer to Appendix A for the plots of time average velocity, intensities and
tables of wind speed at reference height as well as exponent component of power law
profile for all terrain configurations.
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(b).

(a).

Figure 3.4. Wind profiles for surface roughness configuration shown in figure 3.1(a) wind
velocity profile, solid line for power law fit, symbols for experimental data, Z0=0.1m (4
inches). (b) Wind turbulence intensity Iu,
However, the combination of wooden block with small spire gives the highest thickness of
boundary layer at the test section such that the model house was most fully immersed in
the boundary layer. Therefore, this combination is selected for the next step of this study.
3.3.2 Friction tests
Recall section 3.2.5 that the model roof should be made with a fabric such that the friction
coefficient, 𝜇𝑠 , between the model embers and the model roof is the same as the friction
coefficient between the full-scale roof material (shingle) and full scale embers. It is noted
that 𝜇𝑠 can be calculated as 𝑡𝑎𝑛𝜃𝑠 , where 𝜃𝑠 is the maximum inclined roof angle for which
the embers still stay on an inclined surface. Hence, friction tests are carried out to determine
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which materials will have similar lab scale friction angle 𝜃𝑠_𝑙𝑎𝑏 to the full scale friction
angle 𝜃𝑠_𝑓𝑢𝑙𝑙 for shingles and tree branches. Various gradations of sandpapers including
P60, P120, P180, P320 (ISO 6344-1:1998(en)
Coated abrasives — Grain size analysis — Part 1: Grain size distribution test. )(ISO 63441:1998(en) Coated abrasives — Grain size analysis — Part 1: Grain size distribution test.
)(ISO 6344-1:1998(en) Coated abrasives — Grain size analysis — Part 1: Grain size
distribution test. ) were selected to establish the friction tests to choose the most appropriate
one for the model roofing material.
In the first step, a roof shingle and full scale non-combusting embers (dried pine mulch
pieces) were used to determine the angle 𝜃𝑠_𝑓𝑢𝑙𝑙 . Model Embers were placed on top of an
asphalt shingle placed on the plane of the friction testing apparatus (see figure 3.5). Then,
the angle of the plane was gradually increased until the embers slide off. The angle of the
inclined plane at which ember began sliding was recorded. The identical procedure was
applied for model embers and each type of sandpaper. Approximately 100 realizations of
each test were run as there was significant variability in the measured angle from test to
test.
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Figure 3.5. Friction testing apparatus
The histogram of friction angles for all friction tests is presented on the figure 3.6. It is
noted that there is a distribution of measured friction angles for all friction testing cases.
Hence, it is necessary to carry out statistical testing to see for which model cases there is
agreement of means and variances between shingle test sample and sandpaper test sample.
A t-student distribution hypothesis test was carried out using R (t.test package) to verify
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the null hypothesis claim that the shingle test samples and sandpaper test samples have the
same mean friction angle. An F-test hypothesis was conducted to verify the null hypothesis
claim of similarity between the variances of the two samples (shingle and each sandpaper
friction test).
Mean, variance, and standard deviations of each sample are presented on the table 3.2 along
with the t-test and F-test P-value’s.

Figure 3.6. Friction angles for shingle and different types of sandpapers
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Table 3.2. Statistical testing for the distribution of friction angles
N0

Mean

Standard

T-test’s

T-test null

F-test’s P-value

F-test null

Deviation

P-value

hypothesis

hypothesis

result

result

Shingle 51.823

9.516

P60

52.571

10.599

0.59

Accepted

0.27

Accepted

P120

56.538

11.708

0.0015

Rejected

0.035

Rejected

P180

54.819

11.186

0.037

Rejected

0.1

Accepted

P320

49.190

11.821

0.07

Accepted

0.027

Rejected

After statistical testing, only P60 could satisfy both the null hypotheses of claiming the
same mean and variance with the shingle friction test. Therefore, P60 has been chosen to
be used as the building roof fabric. It is noted that the measured friction coefficient between
ember and roof was regularly greater than 1 (friction angle was greater than 45 degree),
which leads to the value of maximum friction force being greater than the normal force
acting on the roof surface. This is due to the fact that surfaces of both the ember and roof
fabric are not smooth. The agreement of experimental friction angles also was visualized
and presented in figure 3.7.
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Figure 3.7. Quantile plots of the measured friction angle for pine straw on various
gradations of sand paper against the friction angle for pine on asphalt shingles. Lines of
exact agreement are shown in black.
3.3.3 Model ember production
Embers which are generated from burning vegetation both from laboratory fires, prescribed
wildland fires, or real wildfires have the shape of cylinders or disks as discussed in the
section 3.2.3. However, in the scope of this study, only the cylinder firebrands will be
selected to carry out experiments as they were able to be manufactured on a very large
scale. Their average diameter from wildfires are identified as 5mm and average length of
40mm with an aspect ratio of ƞ= length/diameter=8, (Manzello, Samuel L., Maranghides
et al. 2007), (Thomas, Mueller et al. 2017) & (Filkov, Prohanov et al. 2017). In this study
pine straw with diameter of 0.6-0.7 mm was used to make embers in the shape of rod like
firebrands.
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Given the large number of experiments that were to be performed it was important to have
a repeatable procedure for producing large numbers of embers. The process of production
of embers came through a series of steps. Firstly, pine straw was sorted by hand to remove
branches, leaves, pinecones, and any dust from bales of dried pine straw. After that, a 2 US
gallons bucket was used to manually crush up the pine straw by hand. In the next step,
different samples were produced by grinding the crushed pine straw in a retail food blender
for various time periods including 30 seconds, 60 seconds, 120 seconds and 180 seconds.
Finally, the ground pine straw was sieved through a fine mesh (42 opening per 1cm2) to
remove dust as well as very small pieces. The shape and size of actual embers (120 second
blender sample) are shown in figure 3.8.

Figure 3.8. Embers for wind tunnel experiment.
The artificial generated embers sample produced from 120 second of grinding have an
average length of 5mm and standard deviation of 3mm, based on measurements of 60
randomly selected embers, which produces a mean aspect ratio of ƞ=7.7 being similar to
the mean value of firebrands collected from wildfires ƞ=8.
Ember density also was measured using a water immersion tests. The purpose of this
technique is to determine the mass (members) and volume (Vembers) of a specific quantity
of embers. In this technique, embers were filled into a known volume enclosure with lid as
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much as possible. Then, the mass of all embers in the container was obtained by subtracting
the mass of container with filled embers to the mass of empty container (members=member_cont
- mempty_cont). The volume of the total embers in the container actually is less than the
volume of the container (Vcont) due to the gaps between the embers. This gap volume (Vgap)
was determined by quickly filling the ember container with water through the hole on the
lid until the container is full of water. In the next step, this container was immediately
placed on the scale to obtain it’s mass (mwater_container). The filled water mass (mwater) will
be equal to the difference between the weight of ember container after and before filling
water (mwater = mwater_container- member_cont) and the gap volume (Vgap) is equal to the volume
of filled water (Vwater) is determine by Vgap=Vwater=mwater/(density water). Finally, the
Vember is obtained by Vember=Vcont-Vgap. This process of determining embers density was
repeated 5 times and the average ember density was determined as 488 kg/m3. This value
is in range of density of various types of pine trees which are mentioned by Department of
Agriculture of United States (Miles, Smith 2009).
In other words, the requirements of model ember geometry and properties which is
mentioned in section 3.2.3 have been matched and their production procedure is selected
as standard process for making embers for this study.
3.3.4 Model buildings
Various types of models were used in this study that were constructed by plywood for their
walls and 3D printed roofs. All the buildings were then covered by P60 sandpaper to mimic
the shingle material of real houses as described in section 3.3.2.
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The simplest building series are 6 model homes of rectangular shape with identical eave
height of 10.1cm (4 inches) 20.32cm (8 inches) in width and 40.64cm (16 inches) in length
(equivalent to a 3.04m x 6.09m x12.19m full scale building) but with different roof pitches
ranging from 0/12 to 10/12 in increments of 2/12. Their shape is presented in figure 3.9.

Figure 3.9. Simple experimental buildings with a roof pitch of 4/12.
Table 3.3. The location of dormers on the roof
N0

X cm (inch)

Gap cm (inch)

1

(inchcm)
7.5 (3)

22.5 (9)

2

10 (4)

17.5 (7)

3

12.5 (5)

12.5 (5)

4

15 (6)

7.5 (3)
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Three other buildings with more complicated roofs were designed with internal corners.
These are T-shape (figure 3.10), L-shape (figure 3.11) and IBHS (figure 3.12) which
replicated the building used in the initial IBHS ember storm tests.

Figure 3.10. T shape building

Figure 3.11. L-shape building
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(a)

(b)
Figure 3.12. IBHS replica building. a) front view. b) side view
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3.4

Summary

In this chapter, the necessary techniques regarding the achievement of geometrical
similarity, and dynamic similarity (Barenblatt 1987, Erich J. Plate & J. E. Cermak 1963)
to ensure that the results can be applied at full scale were discussed. Dynamic similarity
was archived through the creation of appropriate wind tunnel wind profiles (section 3.2.1
and 3.3.1) and the mimicking of the friction force between embers and building roof
(section 3.2.5 and 3.3.2). Geometrical similarity requires embers and house be scaled down
by the same ratio, which is discussed in section 3.2.2 and 3.2.3.
In the following chapters, the description of procedures used in doing the experiments
(4.1.1), techniques of capturing and analyzing data (4.1.2), as well as visualizing data will
be presented. Three types of experiments were carried out. These were (1) ember removal
from a building’s roof, (2) ember accumulation for single isolated building and (3) ember
accumulation on buildings surrounded by a whole community of buildings.
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4

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

In this study, the experiments are divided into three main categories including ember
removal on building’s roof, ember accumulation of single insolated building and ember
accumulation on a building immersed in a community. Each type of experiment will be
further discussed below:
4.1

Ember removal

The premise of this dissertation is that the portions of a roof surface that will remain
covered in embers for a given building shape and wind field are also the areas where it is
possible for embers to accumulate. That is, embers will not accumulate in regions of the
roof from which embers are removed in the experiments presented in this section 4.1.
Ember deposition and accumulation is a complex process involving ember collision with
the roof, impact dynamics, dynamic and static friction, and coming to rest in a region where
the ember will remain in contact. Therefore, accumulation may not occur in all regions
where embers remain in contact, but it will not occur in regions where embers are removed.
Embers travel from wildland fires to land on WUI communities with the help of the wind
field. One of the landing locations of embers within the community is building rooftops.
After embers have landed on the building’s roof, whether it stays there or slides off depends
on the relationship between the friction force FR, its weight W, and wind loads.
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Figure 4.1. Free body diagram of an ember at rest on a sloped roof.
The surface shear stress and pressure distribution over a roof surface will depend on the
wind speed, wind direction, and building geometry and are controlled by the flow
separation over the building. There will exist regions on the roof where the wind shear
stress is balanced by friction force (µN) and parallel ember weight’s component (WP). In
these regions embers, after landing and coming to rest, will remain on the rooftop.
Conversely, regions in which wind shear stress is not compensated by friction and ember
weight will see the removal of embers due to wind load. Hence, the goal of the first set of
experiments is to find out removal regions for a range of building geometries and wind
conditions.
In section 4.1.1 wind tunnel experiments are used to determine these regions for various
buildings as well as wind speeds and wind directions through the video captured of ember
movement on the roofs. Section 4.1.2 describes the image capture and analysis method
used to quantify rooftop regions that retain embers when exposed to a particular wind field.
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4.1.1 Wind tunnel ember removal experiments
Ember removal experiments were carried out for each single isolated building which were
created and described in section 3.3.4. At the beginning of each experiment, the building’s
roof was completely covered by a layer of model embers. A high-resolution camera
(1080P) Sony HDR-SR7 was setup at 2m height above the model house to record the ember
removal pattern. Two anemometer Cobra probes (see section 3.3.1) were used to measure
the wind speed in the wind tunnel. One is located at the building eave height (0.1 m) and
another one is mounted at the height of 0.33 m which is equivalent to full scale height of
10m. Both cobra probes were located upwind of the model building and to the side so as
not to interfere with the flow over the building. The experimental setup is presented in the
figure 4.2.

Figure 4.2. Setup for ember removal experiment
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Each building was used for testing of ember removal with different wind angles and wind
speed, which are summarized in the table 4.1. A total of 366 ember removal experiments
were run for this study. After experiments were carried out, the recorded videos were
analyzed following the procedure presented in the next section.
Table 4.1. Configuration of wind speed and wind angle for ember removal testing
No Building’s type
1

Wind Angles (degree)

Rectangular gable-roof 0, 15, 30, 45, 60, 75, 90

Fan dial voltage (V)
1.75, 2.0, 2.25, 2.5, 2.75, 3.0

buildings. Slope=0/12,
2/12, 4/12, 6/12, 8/12,
10/12.
2

IBHS replicated

0, 15, 30, 45, 60, 75, 90, 105, 1.75, 2.0, 2.25, 2.5, 2.75, 3.0
120, 135, 150, 165, 180

3

T shape

60, 75, 90

1.75, 2.0, 2.25, 2.5, 2.75, 3.0

4

L shape

15, 30, 45

1.75, 2.0, 2.25, 2.5, 2.75, 3.0

For each test case, the experimental procedure was established with first step of selecting
the test building, wind angle and wind speed, followed by the placement of embers on the
building’s roof. In the next step, the camera was started recording before turning on the
fans with desired speed. The testing process was monitored visually through the transparent
windows located at the side of wind tunnel. The experiment was completed when almost
no embers were observed to be removed from the roof. After that, the recorded video was
stopped, and the wind tunnel fan was turned off in for preparation of next experiment. The
recorded videos after each day of experimental testing were downloaded into computer for
the analyzing process which is presented in the next section.
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4.1.2 Image analysis process
The videos that captured the removal of embers from model roofs during the experiments
were analyzed using the Matlab Image and Video Processing Toolbox. The purpose of this
process is to produce cropped black and white images of the roof where the black regions
represent the appearance of embers whereas the white areas indicate areas where embers
were removed by the wind. The figure 4.3 below shows the comparison of original image
and the black and white one after analysis.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 4.3. Images of embers on the roof of building. (a) original color image captured
from video, (b) gray scale image, (c) black and white image before applying spatial filter,
and (d) final image after analysis. The images are cropped so that the edge of the images
is the edge of the roof surface. The wind direction is 45o from the long side of the building
approaching from the upper left corner.
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To obtain black and white images as shown in figure 4.3c, the Matlab image analysis toolkit
is applied to extract the original image for every second from the videos. Each image then
is rotated by the wind angle so that the building image was a rectangle with edges that
aligned with the pixel lines. In the next step, all rotated images are cropped by an identical
rectangle to get the same frame coordinates as the building roof, which is followed by a
process of converting the color images to grayscale images. Each grayscale image now is
represented by a matrix which contains the coordinates of all pixels of images along with
pixels’ greyscale intensity values. For the grayscale image, pixel’s intensity values ranged
from 0 to 255 with 0 indicating black and 255 representing white. Then a threshold was
selected and applied to obtain a black and white image in which each pixel value is
represented either as 0 (black) or 1(white).
Because of non-uniform lighting and applying a fixed threshold to the converted grayscale
images, some areas without embers are shown as black and other areas with embers were
converted to white, which can be seen on figure 4.3b. These regions were typically either
small, or near the boundaries between areas with and without embers. To overcome this
problem a spatial filter algorithm was applied remove these areas and get a final image as
figure 4.3c. Visual comparison of the original color images and processed black and white
images were used to determine the optimal threshold intensity and spatial filter dimension.
4.2

Ember accumulation for single building

As mentioned in earlier sections, the investigation of ember accumulation on a target
building in a community scale under a certain wind field is the final goal of this study.
However, to do that, understanding of the ember accumulation on a single isolated building
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is crucial and will be used as the base case to compare with those data on the same building
in the community scale tests.
4.2.1 Technique of introducing embers into wind tunnel
In the ember accumulation testing experiments, embers were introduced to wind tunnel
from it’s ceiling through PVC pipes located at the upstream wind field and are shown in
the figure 4.4.

Figure 4.4. Location of PVC pipes for introducing embers into wind tunnel
The locations of PVC pipes were calibrated to provide uniform ember distribution on the
testing turntable without the appearance of any model buildings. This ember distribution
was investigated by using cloth towels to cover turn tables and catch landing embers, which
is shown in the figure 4.5.
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Figure 4.5. Ember catching for calibration.
Embers after landing on the cloth towels will stick there to the surface texture of the fabric.
The mass of embers on each towel is obtained by the subtraction of mass of towel after and
before each experiment. The collected mass of embers then was used to produce the ember
mass distribution as shown in the figure 4.6. The result show that, at the center of turntable,
the ember distribution is quite uniform with the distribution rate of 300g/m2 following the
release of 50g into each PVC pipe.
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Figure 4.6. Calibration of ember distribution without building.

4.2.2

Experimental procedure

After PVC location were calibrated and ember accumulation on the turntable without the
presence of models was measured. The experiments of ember accumulation with single
isolated building were established. The target building is placed at the center of turntable
with a Cobra probe (see section 3.3.1) being located at the height of building eave as shown
in figure 4.7 to measure the reference wind speed.
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Figure 4.7. Measurement of wind speed before ember accumulation testing
Firstly, the wind tunnel fans were turned on to the desired speed. Then a sample of 3minute time history of wind speed was recorded using the Cobra probe. After that, Cobra
probe and it’s mounting stand was removed from wind tunnel, while the fans were kept
running to maintain the current upstream wind field condition. In the next step, 42 cups of
50g embers were released gradually into the PVC pipes one by one with each cup per one
pipe. After finishing dropping embers, the fans were turned off and the embers on the roof
of building (see figure 4.8) were carefully collected with a brush and tray. In the final step,
mass of collected ember was recorded with a precision scale with 0.01g resolution.
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Figure 4.8. Ember accumulated on the roof of single isolated building.
The preliminary results suggested that the mass of embers that accumulated on a gableroof building is insignificant in comparison with the mass of embers accumulated on the
footprint of that building when the building was removed. For the rectangular building
tested less than 0.01 g of ember accumulated compared to 22g when the building was
removed. Therefore, it is decided to carry out experiments only on the buildings with more
complicated geometry including L shape, T shape and IBHS (see figure 3.10 - figure 3.12).
Each target building is selected to carry out experiments with certain wind directions and
this test configuration is shown in the table 4.2. All experiments shown in that table were
run with the Tachikawa number K =2.6.
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Table 4.2. The wind directions and number of experiments for each target building
Building

Angle

Number of repeated tests

IBHS

0

5

120

3

180

4

60

3

75

3

90

3

15

3

30

3

45

3

T shape

L shape

In addition to the experiments that were shown in the table 4.2, another series of
experiments also were established with IBHS building with different Tachikawa number
to see the influence of the wind speed on the accumulation of embers on the roof.
4.3

Ember accumulation for a community

In section 4.2, ember accumulation experiments on the roof of a series of single isolated
buildings were described. It this section the community scale accumulation tests are
described. It is the study of ember accumulation on the roof of a target building located at
the center of community with the appearance of the surrounding buildings. The
surrounding buildings in a real community can come with various sizes and shapes, and
locations. This leads to a large parameter space for the experiments to study the ember
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accumulation for a real neighborhood. Hence, in the limitation of this study, only 15
mentioned buildings in the section 3.3.4 will be used for as the surrounding buildings in
ember accumulation testing. For a similar reason, only a limited number of the positions
of buildings in the community will be considered.
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(a)

44

(b)
Figure 4.9. Community layout for ember accumulation experiments. a) Regular grid layout,
b) Staggered layout
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Three buildings, IBHS, T shape, L shape were used as the target buildings in the
community test with two typical community layouts (shown in figure 4.9). The community
layouts tested are type 1 where the upstream buildings are aligned in grid and type 2 where
every second row of the building grid buildings is offset. In the both layout types shown in
figure 4.9 the wind is from top to bottom. The experiments also were run with the different
number of rows of upstream buildings and different spacing between buildings (S) to see
how the ember accumulation rate is affected by these parameters. For each ember
accumulation run, the procedure includes the weighting of 42 cups of ember, calibration
wind speed at desired value, dropping embers through PVC pipes, collecting embers on
the roof and clean out the embers on the testing table for the next run. The total time for
each run can reach 1 to 1.5 hours.
Table 4.3. Community scale testing parameters
Building Testing angle

Varied # of

Varied # of rows

Varied spacing

rows

(Layout 2)

(mm)

(Layout 1)
IBHS

0, 120 and

(Layout 1)

n=2, 3 ,4

n=2, 3 ,4

S=430, 501, 600

n=2

-

S=430, 501, 600

n=2

-

S=430, 501, 600

180 degree
T shape

60, 75 and 90
degree

L shape

15, 30 and 45
degree
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5

EXPERIMENTAL RESULT

As discussed in the section 4, three types of experiments were carried out in this study
including ember removal, ember accumulation for single isolated buildings, and ember
accumulation on target buildings in a community. The results of each series of experiments
will be discussed below.
5.1

Ember removal

In section 4.1, ember removal experiments for various single buildings with different
parameters including wind speeds, wind directions were described and the movement of
embers on the roof were video recorded. Then, a technique with the application of Matlab
was applied to analyze the recorded videos and was presented in the section 4.1.2. In this
technique, roof images were extracted from video for every second, then were cropped and
converted to black and white version.

Figure 5.1. Black and White image of a rectangular roof of an ember removal experiment.
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Figure 5.1 is a sample of a black and white image of a rectangular roof at a specific time,
in which the white area corresponds to the no ember existence. By quantifying the black
areas on the roof, the fraction of ember retained regions on roof at a specific time (ratio of
retained area to the whole roof area) can be established.
5.1.1

The change of ember coverage regions over time

The recorded videos shown that there are two distinct kinds of areas on the roof. One is
where the embers are removed under the wind load and this area tends to increase over
time and the other one is what corresponding to the existence of ember which is decreased
over time. By using Matlab, two types of mentioned regions were converted to black and
white, where the black areas represent the appearance of ember and white areas is without
existence of embers. This black-white image of the roof was extracted from video for every
second for quantitative investigation of the change of these black and white areas during
testing process. To do that, the total area of black region for each image was calculated.
Then the non-dimensional ember coverage area parameter, the ratio of area of black region
at each time to the original black area of the roof covered by embers, was derived and is
used for plotting to see it’s change over time. One example of this type of plot is shown in
the figure 5.2.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5.2. Change of ember coverage area over time for 8/12 roof with 60 degree of wind
direction.

Figure 5.2a is the plot that was produced automatically during the video processing for one
specific wind speed with one type of building. For each building, several experiments were
carried out with different wind speeds. Therefore, for each building, there are several plots
like which is presented in the figure 5.2a with each plot corresponding to one wind speed.
Combining all these plots into one produces the graph of ember removal over time for that
building for one specific wind direction with all different wind speeds which is shown in
the figure 5.2b.
In general, for all rectangular buildings (see figure 4.2) the ember coverage area on the roof
decreases over time with all wind speed and wind directions for all kind of roof pitches.
The higher the wind load applied, the quicker embers were removed, and the ember
coverage area are rapidly reduced. All of the plots for all roof pitches and roof angle are
presented in the Appendix B. It should be remembered that, for the simple rectangular
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building, 0 degree of wind direction is the case when the long edge of building is normal
to the wind flow.
Regarding the dependence of the ember removal on the different roof slopes and wind
directions, the 90 degree of wind direction sees the clearest dependent trend of ember
coverage area on the roof slopes. Specifically, the speed of ember removal from the roof
increases with the raise of the roof pitch. This is reflected on the figure 5.3 where the
embers are slide off the roof slowly for the flat roof (figure 5.3a) but are quickly removed
from the 10 by 12 roof (figure 5.3b).

(b)

(a)

Figure 5.3. Ember removal over time with 90 degree of wind direction. a) flat roof, b) 10
by 12 pitch roof.
Like in the case of 90 degree of wind direction, the ember removal rate for 75 degree of
wind direction with different roof pitches also sees the similar trend of increasing removal
speed along with increasing roof slope. In this case, the difference in the ember removal
curves between roof slopes are apparent and can be observed. However, the transition of
the curve shape from lower roof slope to higher roof slope seems smoother and not
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dramatic compared to the case of 90 degree. Regarding other wind directions, the
dependence of the removal speed on the roof slope does not have an obvious trend like in
the case of 90 or 75 degree and these cases will be discussed more detail in the section
5.1.2.

(b)

(a)

Figure 5.4. Ember removal over time with 75 degree of wind direction. a) flat roof, b) 10
by 12 pitch roof.
5.1.2

Stable ember coverage regions with dependence on wind speeds, wind directions

As discussed in the previous section, the ember removal speed increases along with testing
time. However, there is the moment after that there are very few to no embers to be
removed and the stable ember regions on the roof are archived. The ember removal testing
was carried out and was stopped when the observation of stable regions was observed.
In this section, images of the stable regions of ember coverage were extracted and analyzed.
With the different wind speed, the shape of the stable regions on the roof also are various.
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Figure 5.5 shows samples of the stable regions of ember coverage for two different wind
speed.

(b)

(a)

Figure 5.5. Stable regions on the flat roof house with 45 degree of wind direction. a) with
wind speed of 4.05m/s, b) with wind speed of 5.4m/s.
There are a total of 6 houses with different slope including flat roof, 2/12, 4/12, 6/12, 8/12
and 10/12 roof pitch was used in ember removal testing. For each building, 7 wind
directions were tested, namely 0, 15, 30, 45, 60, 75 and 90 degrees. The wind direction
angles with the roof are defined in the figure 5.6.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 5.6. Wind directions angle in relative with long edge of the roof. a) 0 degree, b) 15
degree, c) 30 degree, d) 45 degree.

In addition, six (6) different wind speeds of 2.7, 3.1, 3.3, 3.5, 3.8 and 4.1 m/s were applied
for each direction. Therefore, for each direction of a building there are 6 different images
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of stable ember coverage regions corresponding to 6 different wind speeds. From these
images, the final percentage of ember coverage area on the roof were derived for all tested
cases including different wind speeds for different roof slopes. These percentage values
were combined and used to produce wind rose plots to capture the difference on the
percentage of retained embers for different wind speeds for each specific house. These are
presented in figure 5.7.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Figure 5.7. Ember coverage area on the roof with 6 different wind speeds and 7 wind
directions. a) flat roof. (b) 2 by 12 roof. (c) 4 by 12 roof. (d) 6 by 12 roof. (e) 8 by 12 roof.
(f) 10/12 roof. Yellow (ember area ≥ 85%), orange (≤70% ember area <85%), green (55%
≤ ember area <70%), cyan (40% ≤ ember area <55%), blue (25% ≤ ember area <40%),
dark blue (ember area <25%).
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It can be seen from figure 5.7, the 60, 75 and 90 degree of wind directions of the steep roof
houses including 6/12, 8/12 and 10/12 pitch roofs seem to be more vulnerable to the wind
load. Particularly, the highest roof pitch 10/12 sees less than 25% of the retained embers
for even the lowest tested wind speeds for all three mentioned wind direction. With the
6/12 and 8/12 roof slope house, these angles of wind direction are less vulnerable to wind
load in comparison with 10/12 roof slope house but still witness the high ability of ember
removal with retained embers of less than 25% for the tested wind speed from 3.5m/s and
above. Whereas these angles on the lower roof slopes house from 4/12 roof pitch and below
are less susceptible to wind load in comparison with those on higher slope roofs.
Especially, the 90 degree on the flat roof is the case that the highest percentage of retained
embers on the roof among the tested cases.
Regarding the 0, 15, 30 and 45 degree of wind direction, the retained ember coverage tends
to be less dependent on the roof slope. For the lower sloped roofs it is the cornering winds
(30o, 45o, and 60o) that lead to the greatest ember removal at low wind speeds.
In addition to the analysis of retained embers for all wind speeds that are presented in the
wind rose plots as shown in the figure 5.7, ember coverages for all roofs and wind
directions for the maximum tested wind speed also was examined and presented in terms
of inverse of the Tachikawa number (1⁄𝐾 ). The Tachikawa number is essentially an
instability parameter being the ratio of the destabilizing aerodynamic forcing to the
stabilizing weight. Herein results are reported in terms of a mobility parameter, namely the
inverse Tachikawa number (1⁄𝐾 ). Low values of 1⁄𝐾 correspond to regions where embers
resting of the rooftop are more stable (less mobile) and less susceptible to wind driven
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removal. The parameter, 1⁄𝐾 , will be henceforth referred to as the mobility parameter.
Note that regions of the rooftop with low mobility require a higher wind speed to remove
the embers.

Figure 5.8. Ember coverage percentage for the maximum tested Tachikawa number (K =
5.9) for different wind angles (x-axis) and roof slope (legend).
The figure 5.8 shows the fraction of the roof with embers remaining for the lowest mobility
(highest wind speed) tested. That is, they represent the case where regions with low
mobility still exhibited ember removal. It can be observed that for all roof slopes there is a
strong dependence on wind angle. However, the trend is different for different roof slopes.
For example, for the flat roof and 2/12 pitch roof the 90o wind angle produced the highest
ember retention fraction whereas this wind angle produced the lowest retention fraction for
all roof slopes steeper than 2/12.
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Another interesting observation is that increasing the roof angle does not necessarily make
embers more mobile. Intuitively, increasing the roof slope would increase the component
of the embers weight down the roof slope reducing the aerodynamic forcing required to
move the ember. However, the aerodynamic forcing is not always aligned in the same down
slope direction. Therefore, there are wind angles for which the retention fraction increases
with increasing roof angle. For example, at a wind angle of 0o, the highest retention fraction
is for a roof slope of 6/12 and is over twice that of the flat roof. For higher wind angles
(greater than 30o), however, increasing the roof slope does generally increase mobility and
decrease the retention coverage. An exception to this is for the 2/12 and 4/12 roof slopes.
In this case, the reduction in aerodynamic forcing on the leeward side of the roof, due to
flow separation along the roof ridge, offsets the destabilizing effect of the increased roof
slope.
In a similar way, the ember removal experiments for IBHS building also were established.
Figure 5.9 shows the percentage of the IBHS roof that remains covered in embers plotted
as a function of the mobility (1⁄𝐾 ) for each wind angle. For all wind angles, the percentage
that remains covered increases with increasing mobility. This is because, for any given test,
all embers in regions with mobility greater than the mobility value for the test, will be
removed. Therefore, a high mobility test will only remove embers in high mobility regions.
While this trend is universal, the rank of wind angle by percentage of the roof that remains
covered does change with mobility. For example, for 1⁄𝐾 = 0.11 the test for a wind angle
of 15o retained more embers than for four other wind angles (0o, 75o, 90o, and 105o).
However, for the highest mobility case (1⁄𝐾 = 0.24) the 15o wind angle had the lowest
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percentage coverage. The 90o wind angle (figure 5.16c) had the fourth lowest coverage
fraction for the highest mobility case but had almost the lowest coverage for the lowest
mobility case. The reason for this can be seen in figure 5.16(c) where there are regions with
high spatial gradients in ember mobility. For example, along the left-hand edge of the
building there is a rapid change from white (high mobility with embers removed even for
the lowest wind speeds tested) to dark blue (low mobility) over short distances moving
toward the center of the building. Therefore, small changes in wind speed will lead to large
changes in ember coverage. The range of ember coverage also varies greatly across the
range of mobilities tested. For example, for the 15o wind angle the coverage ranged from
0.4-0.63. For the same range of mobility, the coverage varied from 0.36-0.88 for a wind
angle of 105o.
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Figure 5.9. Fraction of the roof surface on which embers are retained for the model IBHS
building for different values of the mobility (1⁄K, see legend) for each wind angle.
Higher mobility (blue) represents regions where embers are removed at lower wind
speeds.

To evaluate the repeatability of experiments for ember removal, the repetition of tests was
established for the case of a flat roof and two wind angles (0o and 45o) to establish the
repeatability of the experimental method. Three tests were run for 5 separate wind speeds
for each of the two angles. The fraction of the roof that remained covered with model
embers was calculated for each test. From this the mean and range of the three repetitions
for each wind condition were calculated. This data is plotted in figure 5.10 and summarized
in table 5.1 . The tests show a high degree of repeatability. The largest range of data for the
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10 cases tested was less than 6% of the roof area with and average range of less than 3%.
The range typically increased with increasing removal (lower fraction of the roof remaining
covered).
Table 5.1. Summary of the mean and range of the fractional coverage for the 30
repeatability tests conducted.
Tachikawa Number

Wind angle

Coverage
Mean

4.4
5.0
5.6
6.2
7.1

Range

0o

0.99

0.0028

45o

0.96

0.0078

0o

0.96

0.031

45o

0.90

0.025

0o

0.94

0.029

45o

0.83

0.029

0o

0.89

0.025

45o

0.70

0.049

0o

0.78

0.043

45o

0.51

0.058

60

Figure 5.10. Plot of the fractional ember coverage as a function of Tachikawa number (𝐾)
for the repeatability tests for a flat roof and (a) 0o and (b) 45o. The circles show the raw
data and the + show the means.

5.1.3 Ember removal mechanism
In the previous sections (5.1.1 and 5.1.2), the dependence of the ember coverage regions
on the roof slope, wind speed and wind directions was analyzed and presented. In this
section, this dependence is analyzed in more details with the mechanism of the ember
removal as shown in the figure 4.1.
In figure 4.1 the ember is represented as a rectangular block on the surface of the roof.
There are some forces acting on this ember with its weight W being broken into 2
components WN which is normal to the roof surface and WP which is parallel to the roof
plane. The component WN is balanced by the reacting normal force N. On the plane of roof
surface there are also two other forces acting on the ember which is friction force and wind
shear stress. The maximum friction force was mentioned in the equation 3.7 as 𝐹𝑠𝑚𝑎𝑥 =
𝜇𝑠 𝑊𝑁 = 𝜇𝑠 𝑁, whereas the wind shear stress is 𝜏 and 𝐴 ≈ 𝐷𝐿 (where 𝐷 is the ember
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diameter and 𝐿 is the ember length) being the ember plan area parallel to the roof surface.
If the friction force is exceeded by combination of WP and 𝜏𝐴, the ember will be removed
from the roof. Hence, there are regions on the roof where the wind shear stress is high
enough to remove embers from the roofs. These regions correspond to the white areas
which are shown in the figure 5.5.
The wind surface shear stress is quantified in terms of a shear stress coefficient in which
the shear stress is normalized on the reference dynamic pressure.

𝐶𝜏 =

𝜏
1
2
2 𝜌𝑎𝑖𝑟 𝑉

5.1

Another possible mechanism is that there is a force imbalance due to the pressure difference
across the width of the ember. In this case the force would be
𝑑𝑃
𝐹𝑝 ≈ (
𝐷) 𝐷𝐿
𝑑𝑥′

5.2

where the term in brackets is the approximate pressure change across the diameter of the
ember (with 𝑥′ being a coordinate in a direction normal to the long axis of the ember) and
𝐷𝐿 is the cross sectional area of the ember normal to the pressure gradient. Writing 𝑃 in
terms of a pressure coefficient

𝐶𝑝 =

𝑃 − 𝑃0
1
2
2 𝜌𝑎𝑖𝑟 𝑉

where 𝑃0 is the ambient reference pressure. This leads to
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5.3

𝑑𝐶𝑝 2
1
𝐹𝑝 = 𝜌𝑎𝑖𝑟 𝑉 2
𝐷 𝐿
2
𝑑𝑥′

5.4

In this case embers will be preferentially removed in regions of high pressure gradient
parallel to the roof surface.
With different wind speeds the shape of white and black regions on the roof also varies.
Hence, for each wind speed the black regions on the roof can be related to the one contour
plot 1/K, with K being Tachikawa number and was defined in the equation (5.4) as 𝐾 =
𝜌𝑎𝑖𝑟 𝑉 2
𝜌𝑒𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑔𝐿

. The data is presented as contours of 1⁄𝐾 for two reasons. First, it is consistent

with the standard practice in wind engineering of normalizing stresses on the reference
dynamic pressure (see equations 5.1 and 5.3).
1 1 𝜌𝑒𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑔𝐿
=
𝐾 2 1 𝜌 𝑉2
2 𝑎𝑖𝑟

5.5

where the 2 is added to maintain consistency with standard definition of the Tachikawa
number and pressure coefficients. Second, 1⁄𝐾 represents a mobility parameter. The larger
the value of 1⁄𝐾 the less stable the embers will be on the roof surface.
Tests were run at six wind speeds for each roof shape and wind angle. The final black and
white image for a given test (see for example figure 5.5) shows regions from which embers
will be removed (white regions) for a given Tachikawa number. The six images were then
re-scaled and overlaid to produce contour plots of rooftop mobility (1/𝐾). See figure 5.11
for example.
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(a)

(b)
Figure 5.11 Contour plot of ember mobility as quantified by the inverse of the Tachikawa
number for a flat roofed building with (a) 0o and (b) 45o wind angle. The arrows indicate
the wind direction. The white regions are areas where embers were removed for the highest
mobility tested and therefore have a mobility of 1/𝐾 > 0.4.
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Figure 5.11 shows contour plots of the ember mobility for a flat roofed building and wind
angles of 0o and 45o. In both cases there are certain regions (shown in white) from which
embers were removed even for the slowest wind speed tested that still maintained Reynolds
number independence (see section 3.2.4). In both cases the regions where embers are
removed are controlled by the wind flow separation over the rooftop. For example, for a
flat roof with a 45 degree angle the V-shaped white region is where the corner vortices
form at the leading corner of the building. These intense vortices are known to cause
regions of low pressure on rooftops (Stathopoulos, Theodore, Marathe et al. 1999) and
produce gravel removal from built-up roof systems (Kind 1986). It is, therefore, not
surprising that this region of high aerodynamic forcing is particularly susceptible to ember
removal and has high mobility. In turn, regions far from these flows are more stable
(green/blue regions with low mobility). Similar patterns were observed for the various roof
slopes and wind angles tested. These contour plots are shown in Appendix C.
Flow separation at the edge of a building is a complex phenomenon. For a flat roof, it is
noted that when the wind direction is toward the corner of the roof (quartering flow) the
high suctions appear along the edges of the roof (Li, Hu et al. 2021) especially when the
parapet of the roof is less than 2% of building length (Stathopoulos, Theodore, Marathe et
al. 1999). In comparison with a flat roof, flow separation for a gable-roof which was used
in this study and is shown in figure 5.12. For this building shape the flow separation is
more complex due to the existence of the ridge. figure 5.12 shows that the cornering flow
produces the conical vortices along both long and short edges of the windward side of the
roof which are induced by the flow separation. Meanwhile, the leeward side sees the ridge
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vortex which is induced by the flow separation at the ridge and the downwind edge vortex
as a result of a flow separation at the short edge of the leeward side. The relative strengths
of these vortices depend on the slope of the roof. Further, these vortices can be intermittent
and their exact location can fluctuate over time.

Figure 5.12. Vortices location on the gable roof for a 45 degree of wind direction. Adapted
from (Li, Hu et al. 2021)
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Figure 5.13. Pressure coefficient contour plot for 2.4/12 roof and building aspect ratio of
2.05. a) mean value, b) peak negative value (Li, Hu et al. 2021)
The fluctuation in the conical vortex strength can be seen in the difference in the mean and
peak pressure coefficients measured by Li (Li, Hu et al. 2021) and re-produced in figure
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5.13. Here the peak roof suctions on the windward roof along the long side of the building
have a peak that is over two times the mean.

Figure 5.14. Tachikawa contour plot of gable-roof building with 2/12 roof slope, length to
width ratio of 2.
Figure 5.13 shows the pressure contour plot for a building with a length to width ratio of
2.05 and a roof slope of 2.4/12. This is very close to the shape of the standard building
shape used herein with a roof slope of 2/12. The mobility contour plot for this building
shape is shown in figure 5.14. It can be seen that the high mobility areas on the roof (figure
5.14) correspond to the areas of high aerodynamic force that are presented by figure 5.13a.
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The V-shaped pattern of high mobility on the windward half of the roof (top half of figure
5.14) is the same as the area of high aerodynamic forcing shown in figure 5.13. It should
also be noted that the heads of the vortices, regions close to the flow separation at the
corner, have higher mobility/wind load than the tails of the vortices. On the leeward side
of the ridge only the portion of the V-shaped near the end wall shows high mobility whereas
there are still significant regions of low pressure along the leeward side of the ridge line.
This is due to the direction of flow of the ridge vortex. As seen in figure 5.12 the ridge
vortex will act to move embers up the roof slope whereas the gravitational force on the
embers acts in opposition to this force hence the low mobility in this region.
It is also to remember that there is the large variation the wind dynamic force on the roof
as shown in the figure 5.13. At various locations there are the big difference between the
peak magnitude (figure 5.13b) and the mean value (figure 5.13a). The high variation in the
pressure coefficient indicated that the ember removal process might also be affected by the
peak magnitude, not only the mean value of the dynamic force on the embers.
Figure 5.15 below presents the contour plots of ember mobility and pressure for a steeper
gable-roof building (6/12). The pressure coefficient data was taken from the NIST wind
loads database (NIST 2017). The first observation is that the V shape vortices area on the
windward side of 6/12 roof is not clear as the case of 2/12 as discussed and shown in the
figure 5.14. However, the high mobility areas (figure b), where embers tend to be removed
from the roof, also match with the high dynamic force regions (figure a).
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5.15. Pressure coefficient and Tachikawa contour plot for 6/12 gable-roof building.
a) mean pressure coefficient contour. b) Tachikawa contour.
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Again, there is no region of high mobility along the leeward side of the roof ridge as the
aerodynamic forcing is opposed by the component of ember weight down the slope. It is
also worth noting that, for the steeper roof, there is a positive pressure on the leading corner
of the building (top left in figure 5.15a). This indicates that the roof is steep enough such
that there is not significant flow separation along the front of the building.
Overall the results indicated that the retention of embers is a complex function of building
roof slope, wind speed, and wind angle. It is also clear that much of this instability is
controlled by the flow separation around the building corners and roof edges. However, the
results presented so far are only for simple buildings with no internal corners, such as would
occur around dormer windows for example. To examine the impact of some of these
features a seventh building was tested. The building is a simplified scale model of the
building used in the early ember accumulation tests conducted by Institute for Business
and Home Safety (IBHS ). Again, the emphasis is on rooftop retention. As such, the
building shape was simplified by removing all the wall features and removing the eaves by
moving the walls out to the edge of the roof. The roof geometry and dimensions were 3-D
printed using a CAD drawing shared with the authors by IBHS (IBHS.org). Diagrams
showing the building shape and dimensions are given in figure 3.12.
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(a)

(b)
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(c)

(d)

Figure 5.16. Contour plot of ember mobility (1⁄𝐾 ) for the model IBHS building with wind
angles of (a) 0o, (b) 45o, (c) 90o, (d) (b) 180o. The arrows indicate the wind direction.
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The experimental procedure used in testing the IBHS house was identical to that for the
rectangular buildings. The only difference is that the IBHS building is only symmetric
about one axis and so tests were run over a 180o range of wind angles. Sample contour
plots of ember mobility for four wind angles are shown in figure 5.16. Clearly the more
complex roof leads to more complex flow patterns and produces more complex retention
patterns. Again, the retention pattern is highly dependent on the wind angle. For example,
when the wind angle is 45o, i.e. coming from the top left corner as seen in figure 5.16(b),
the internal corner on the roof aligned with the wind direction remains covered with embers
even for large wind speeds. However, the internal corner on the other side of the dormer
(top right quadrant of the building) retains almost no embers, even for very low wind
speeds. Note that the dormer window at the bottom of each image is white because its roof
slope was step enough that the model embers slid off prior to the wind flow being turned
on.
5.2

Ember accumulation

In the section 5.1, the ember removal results had been described for different type of
buildings including rectangular building and IBHS building. In this section the
accumulation results are presented for both type of testing, isolated building and
community testing.
5.2.1 Ember accumulation for single isolated buildings
As discussed previously in section 4.2, the ember accumulation experiments were
established for three target buildings, IBHS, T shape and L shape with different wind
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directions and wind velocities. All of data for experiments presented in table 4.2 were
carried out with the wind speed at the center of wind tunnel that produces a Tachikawa
number of 𝐾 = 2.6.
The mass of embers that landed and stayed on the roof for each test, denoted by member, was
recorded along with the mass of embers landing on the footprint of this building once it
was removed Mfootprint. The non-dimensional mass of embers then was derived as a ratio of
accumulation mass on the roof to the mass of embers that would land on the building’s
footprint:

𝑀0 =

𝑚𝑒𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟
𝑀𝑓𝑜𝑜𝑡𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑡
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5.6

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 5.17. Orientation of IBHS building for ember accumulation test. Wind comes from
top to bottom. a) 0 degree, b) 120 degree, c) 180 degree
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Figure 5.18 below shows the plot of non-dimensional mass (M0) accumulated on the roof
of the IBHS building for three different wind directions, 0 degree 120 degree and 180
degree (see figure 5.17 for the wind direction). The plus sign (+) in this figure presents the
average value (𝑀0 ) for all non-dimensional masses for a specific wind direction. That is:
𝑀0 =

5.7

∑𝑘
𝑖=1 𝑀0
𝑘

where, 𝑘 is the number of repetitions of the test for a specific wind direction.

Figure 5.18. Ember accumulation for IBHS building without a presence of surrounding
buildings. Plus sign (+) presents the average value of the non-dimensional mass (𝑀0 )
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It is clear that the building’s orientation plays a significant role in the process of ember
accumulation. The same building with identical roof area and a wind angle of 0 degree sees
an accumulation rate of close to twice that of the other wind angles (120o and 180o). This
difference is qualitatively observed on figure 5.19.

(a)

(b)

Figure 5.19. Location of ember building up on the IBHS roof. a) 0 degree, b) 180 degree
It is observed from figure 5.19 that internal corners, areas of the roof where different roof
sections meet, are the locations where embers tend to accumulate. It is well known that the
ember and debris accumulated in internal corners. However, this is the first quantification
of rate of the accumulation. Although many embers initially landed on the plane roof
sections, under the wind load, these embers are either removed from the roof or are driven
into the internal corners and buildup there. Another observation is that the windward side
internal corners have more embers accumulated than the leeward side one in figure 5.19
(a). This might be explained due to the relative angle between the ember attacking direction
and the roof’s dip direction of roof’s section. If the ember landing in the similar direction
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with roof’s section direction such as in the case of 180 degree on figure 5.19(b), embers
are more likely to be blow down off the roof due to the fact that there is no roof section to
support them against the wind like in the case of 0 degree in figure 5.19(a). Another reason
that fewer embers accumulated on leeward side might be due to the flow separation at the
top ridge of the roof. This flow separation makes it more difficult for embers to land on the
leeward side, which leads to fewer embers build up there in comparison with windward
side.
The reduction in accumulation from 0o to 180o is, therefore, related to the total length of
the internal corners on each side of the roof ridge. If more embers land on the windward
side then the larger total accumulation will be when the longer internal corners are on the
windward side.
It is noted that the ember accumulation experiments were carried out with several runs for
each wind angle to investigate the repeatability. The figure 5.18 shows that there is the
large variation in the mass of ember obtained for each wind direction. Recall figure 5.13,
it is clear that the wind load on the roof is unsteady with significant fluctuations in the
dynamic force (large variation in pressure coefficient). Hence, with the ember
accumulation experiment where the ember’s landing only occurs over a short period of
time, it’s movement on the roof highly affected by the particular dynamic force at that
moment and not the average dynamic force for a long period of whole experiment. As a
result, the amount of obtained embers significantly varies from one testing run to another
run.
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The dependence of embers accumulated on the wind direction as described for the IBHS
building also is observed in the case of T-shaped and L-shaped buildings. Each building
was tested for three different wind angles shown in figure 5.20 with the accumulation data
being presented in figure 5.21 with the identical mathematical definition of M0 and 𝑀0 .
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(a)

(d)

(b)

(e)

(c)

(f)

Figure 5.20. T shape and L shape orientation in ember accumulation test. Left – T shape.
Right L Shape. a) 600, b) 750, c) 900, d) 150, e) 300, f) 450.
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The T shaped (see figure 3.10 for dimensions) and L shaped (figure 3.11) buildings have
the same footprint area and were tested with various wind directions. The T shape
accumulation experiments were carried out with 60, 75 and 90 degree (see figure 5.20 for
building orientation) while the L shape was tested with 15, 30 and 45 degree (see figure
5.20).
For both T shape and L shape, when the location of the internal corner changed from being
on the windward side to the leeward side, the ember accumulation decreases. For example,
when the L shape building turn from 150 to 300 (see figure 5.20 e and f) the obtained embers
on the roof drop by over 60% as shown in the figure 5.21.

Figure 5.21. Ember accumulation for T shape and L shape building.
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It is noted that both T shape and L shape have a similar footprint area but there is only one
internal corner on the L shape building while the T shape building has two internal corners
of the same length as the L shaped building. Hence, in two of three tests the L shape sees
much less accumulation in comparison with the T shape. However, for the 15o angle the
amount of accumulated embers on L shape is substantially higher than for any of the wind
angles tested on the T-shaped building. This is to show that both building shape and
building orientation have crucial impact on the firebrand accumulation.
To relate the mass of ember accumulated on the roof in the ember accumulation tests with
the fraction of the roof the on which embers were retained in the ember removal test, the
non-dimensional ember accumulation mass (ratio of mass ember accumulated on the roof
to mass of ember on the foot print of building) were plotted for all three tested buildings
and presented on the figure 5.22.
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Figure 5.22. Mass of ember accumulated versus the retained fraction of ember on the
rooftop for IBHS, T shape and L shape buildings.
An interesting observation from this plot is that the higher ember retained fraction on the
roof does not correspond to having more embers accumulate during an ember storm.
Regarding L shape and T shape buildings, it is noted that with the increasing of the ember
retained fraction there is a decrease of ember mass accumulated on the roof. However, for
the IBHS building, the data is less consistent. While this observation is interesting, it is not
clear what its significance is. In other word, there is no apparent correlation between the
mass of embers accumulated and the removal fraction which is described in the section 5.1.
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There are a couple of reasons why this may be the case:
1. The removal quantification process used a 2-D image analysis to quantify areas on
which embers stayed on the roof without the ability to account for the thickness of the
layer of retained embers. Whereas the ember accumulation experiment is carried out
with mass measurement. Hence, there is an existence of regions on the roofs which are
shown as small on the ember removal test but where there may be a large number of
embers in a thick layer.
2. The process of accumulation is a complex problem involving ember flight in and
around the flow separation bubble over the building, impact, and deceleration to rest
on the roof. None of these processes are at play in the removal experiments.
However, the removal experiments are still of value as they identify regions where, after
accumulation, embers can remain in contact for a given wind condition.
For the IBHS building tests, the experiments of ember accumulation also were carried out
for multiple wind velocities for certain wind directions. Plots of non-dimensional mass
accumulation versus ember mobility are shown in figure 5.23.
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Figure 5.23. Ember accumulation on the IBHS building with different Tachikawa number
Table 5.2. Fitting equations for plots of embers accumulated on IBHS versus Tachikawa
number
Wind diretcion

Fitting equation

R2

0 degree

y=0.1307x-0.0086

0.9746

120 degree

y=0.1203x-0.0172

0.9991

180 degree

Y=0.0513x-0.006

0.9766
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Figure 5.23 presents the non-dimensional ember accumulation mass on the IBHS building
with three (3) wind directions with various mobility values (1/𝐾). It can be seen from the
plot that the ember accumulation on the roof of IBHS building has a linear dependency on
the mobility for each wind directions tested (see also table 5.2) The data suggests that for
very low mobility (high wind speeds) there will be minimal accumulation as embers the
aerodynamic forces will prevent embers coming to rest on the rooftop.
Overall the ember accumulation on all isolated tested buildings are highly dependent on
the wind angle and wind speed. In one tested building, the biggest accumulation for one
wind angle can be double those values for a different angle (00 and 1800 in IBHS) or even
triple the lowest accumulation (150 and 450 in L shape). Building shape also plays a critical
role in the ember accumulation because of the flow separation around this building and the
accumulation location at the internal corners of the roof.
5.2.2 Ember accumulation in the community
The goal of this study is to investigate the ember accumulation rate on the roof of a building
located in a community, the testing procedures for this kind of experiment were presented
in the section 4.3. Two types of community layouts were used, namely regular grid and
staggered grid (see figure 4.9). Various control parameters such as the number of rows of
surrounding buildings located upstream of a target building and different spacing between
buildings were examined. Three target buildings were used in these tests with various
parameters shown in the table 4.3.
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The data of the ember accumulation of the roof of IBHS will be presented first. The
parameters for the tests of the IBHS building for both isolated and community test type are
combined into table 5.3.
Table 5.3. Testing parameter for IBHS buildings.
Isolated

Community test layout

tests

1

2

1 varied spacing (n=2)

Wind

Wind

# rows

Wind

# rows

Wind

Spacing (mm)

angle
0

angle
0

2, 3, 4

angle
0

2, 3, 4

angle
0

S=430, 501, 600

120

120

2

120

2

120

S=430, 501, 600

180

180

2, 3, 4

180

2, 3, 4

180

S=430, 501, 600

Layout type 1 has all the buildings located in a regular grid (figure 4.9(a)) while layout
type 2 (figure 4.9(b)) is arranged with the buildings in a staggered grid. Both layouts were
tested with the different number of rows of upstream buildings (n=2,3,4). The nondimensional mass (M0) of ember as described in equation 5.6 was calculated for each tested
wind angle and then compared with the case of the isolated building. These data are
presented in the figure 5.24 with the case n=0 presenting the isolated building test (baseline
case).
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Figure 5.24. Ember accumulation on IBHS building with different number of rows of
buildings at upstream with layout type 1. n=0 for the case of no surrounding buildings.
Spacing S= 501 mm.
In most cases, the ember accumulation on a target building in a community is marginally
lower than in the case of an isolated building. Increasing the number of the buildings at
upstream also results in the decreasing of the amount of ember build up on the roof of the
target building. This happens because the presence of the upstream buildings makes the
wind stream more complex and more turbulent, which can make more challenges for ember
to land on the roof of building. The standard qualitative model for atmospheric flow over
collections of buildings is that, for relatively small building spacing, the boundary layer is
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effectively displaced upward and skims over the top of the buildings. As such, the flow
separation around the building becomes less significant. This would suggest that, as the
number of rows increased, the disparity in accumulation across wind directions would
decrease. The large variability in measured accumulation due to fluctuations in the flow
separation votices would also decrease.
Apart from regular grid layout the staggered layout (figure 4.9b) also was used for the
ember accumulation experiments. In this type of building layout, the experiments also were
run with the different number of upstream buildings row (n=2,3,4) with center-to-center
distance between buildings being the same as the regular grid layout type 1 (S=501mm).
The non-dimensional mass (M0) as described in equation 5.6 was calculated and then
presented in the figure 5.25.
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Figure 5.25. Ember accumulation on IBHS building with different number of row of
buildings at upstream with layout type 2. n=0 for the case of no surrounding buildings.
Spacing S=501mm.
The obvious difference in the ember accumulation between layout 1 and layout 2 is that in
the layout 2 with the number of rows of upstream building of 2 there are much more embers
accumulated on the roof of IBHS building in comparison with the case of an isolated
building. This is true for both 0 and 180 degree of wind direction. In the staggered grid the
first row of buildings are not directly upstream of the target building but offset to the sides.
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The nearest building directly upstream is in row 2 at a distance of 1125mm Therefore, the
flow will not yet have been displaced upward and the increase in accumulation could be
due to the wake interference of flow past the upstream buildings in row 2. If more buildings
are added to the upstream, the embers accumulated on the roof top of IBHS building
decreases like in the case regular grid layout.
Apart from investigation of the dependence of ember accumulation on the grid layout of
community and the number of buildings in a specific layout, tests were also run for different
spacing with layout 1 for 3 different buildings IBHS, T shape and L shape. The data for
each building is presented below in figures 5.26-5.28.

Figure 5.26. Ember accumulation on IBHS building in layout 1 with different spacing. n=2.
Plus sign (+) for average value.
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Figure 5.27. Ember accumulation on T shape building in layout 1 with different spacing.
n=2. Plus sign(+) for average value.

Figure 5.28. Ember accumulation on L shape building in layout 1 with different spacing.
n=2. Plus sign(+) for average value.
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For the tests with various spacing in community layout 1, it seems that there is no consistent
trend for all three buildings (IBHS, T shape and L shape) tested. Regarding IBHS building
when the distance between buildings increases the ember accumulation tend to increase for
all three tested wind direction. Whereas the opposite trend is seen on both T shape and L
shape buildings.
The influence of increasing the spacing between buildings on the flow regime was
discussed by Oke (Oke 1988). With decreasing spacing the regime over the building arrays
might change from isolated roughness flow to wake interference flow or skimming flow as
shown and in the Figure 5.29

Figure 5.29. The flow regimes over building arrays with different height/spacing.
Reproduced from (Oke 1988).
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Oke (1998) also provided a diagram to determine the regime of flow with the known value
of building geometry (length/height) and the height/spacing ratio. This is reproduced in

Figure 5.30. Different flow regimes for various height/spacing ratio (Reproduced from Oke
1988)
In layout 1 the spacing from edge to edge of the buildings is 230mm, 300mm and 400mm
for different experiments. The buildings at the upstream have the height of 150mm and
length of 400mm. So, the flow regime changed from skimming for the case of spacing of
230mm (height/spacing=0.65) to wake interference for both cases of spacing being 300mm
and 400mm (height/spacing=0.65 and height/spacing of 0.375). Hence, the accumulation
of ember for these experiments might not follow a consistent trend as mentioned. Further,
when the grid is staggered, the first building that is directly upstream is in the second row.
Therefore, the spacing is substantially larger and the flow would be isolated roughness
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flow. However, the offset buildings in the first row will also influence the flow over the
building so the actual flow will be more complex.
Another fundamental problem is that, for a building located within an urban canopy (i.e.
surrounded by other buildings) there are a large number of non-linear aerodynamic
interactions. The scope of the geometric problem is very large and, as such, the results
presented herein can be used for qualitative discussion but minimal quantitative predictions
can be made. This is similar to the problem of pedestrian level winds in urban areas (e.g.
(Stathopoulos, Ted 2006). While experimental and computational progress has been made
in the 40 years since the development instrumentation for measuring ground level winds
(Irwin, H. P. A. H. 1981) almost all large building developments in downtown areas require
wind tunnel tests to establish their impact on pedestrian level winds.
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6
6.1

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
Main contributions

This dissertation presents a number of experimental methods and techniques to investigate
both ember removal and accumulation on the roof top of a building during a wildfire. It
also provides analyses and understanding of the phenomena of ember removal, ember
accumulation under the influence of the various key parameters. The main contributions of
this study include but are not limited to:
1. Development of experimental methods for looking at ember removal on the rooftop
including the techniques to satisfy both geometrical and dynamic similitude requirements
for building and ember model. This includes methods for tracking and analyzing the ember
removal on the roof under wind load over time. A huge data set on ember removal were
obtained from a large set of ember removal experiments with about 400 of removal tests
run for a range of building shapes and wind conditions. The high mobility areas, where
embers are likely to be removed from to roof, are analyzed and shown to be closely relates
to the wind loading on these regions. Therefore, one can estimate the regions of ember
removal if the wind loading data is available. However, there is a broad range of building
geometries with only a limited number of those with wind loading data available.
2. Creation of techniques for carrying out ember accumulation experiments including
ember releasing methods and procedures for quantifying accumulation. The results are the
first quantitative measurements of ember accumulation on buildings parameterized in
terms of the ember loading (embers that would land on the building footprint in the absence
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of the building). This data provides a qualitative understanding of relationship between the
mass of embers accumulated with the geometry of building in an isolated building
experiment. The mass of embers accumulated is heavily sensitive to the wind direction,
wind speed and the building shape (including the length and direction of the internal
corner). This study also collected a large amount of data related to a single buildings test
(42 tests were done for a range of building shapes and wind conditions).
3. Experimental investigation of the influence of the layout of surrounding buildings on
ember accumulation on a single building located downstream. Again, a large set a data has
been collected from this study for the community ember accumulation testing with 77 of
tests run for different sizes, layouts, and spacing of buildings. More importantly, this study
provides a qualitative understanding of relationship between the presence of surrounding
buildings with the ember loading on the target building and the mass of embers obtained
on the top roof.
All of the data sets described above will be invaluable in future ember accumulation
modeling and model validation efforts.
6.2

Limitations

The study presented above is the first attempt to quantify ember accumulation on buildings
during wildland fires. This is a highly complex problem and, therefore, the study was not
exhaustive. Only some of the possible parameter space was explored. Examples of areas
that could use further investigation include:
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1. Using a broader range of boundary layer profiles appropriate for different upstream
terrain. (Aerospace Division of 1999),
2. Investigation of the role of ember combustion on accumulation. Hot embers may
soften asphalt shingles creating greater contact forces.
3. Testing different shaped embers. This study focused on rod-like embers but many
wildland fire embers are disc shaped.
Those listed above are the main parameters not considered in this study. It should also
be noted that, despite the large data sets collected in this study, there is still a broad
range of wind conditions, building shapes, and community layouts that could be
studied.
6.3

Future work

Beyond simply expanding the parameter space covered by the experiments described
above, the author suggests that the future work should focus on:
1. Developing quantitative correlations between ember accumulation and dependent
parameters including geometry of target building and layout of the community. Given the
scale of the problem and size of the parameter space this would be a good application for
machine learning.
2. Carrying out the computational modeling of surface shear stress to relate the movement
of embers on the roof with not only the pressure coefficient distribution but also the surface
shear stress. Current data sets for wind loading are focused on pressure distributions.
However, understanding the shear stress distribution is also key to quantifying the link
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between wind conditions and ember accumulation. The test results presented above will be
invaluable model validation data.
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Wind velocity profiles with different terrain configurations

(b)

(a)

(c)

(d)

Figure A.1. Time average wind velocity profile in the wind tunnel with different terrain
configuration. Solid lines for power law fit, circles for experimental data, Zref=0.1m (4
inches). a) wooden blocks with small spire. b) wooden blocks with big spire. c) foam blocks
with small spire. d) foam blocks with big spire.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure A.2. Wind intensity profile in the wind tunnel with different terrain configuration,
dash (-) lines for Iu, solid line for Iv, dot line for Iw; red for 3V, blue for 5V, green for 7V
and black for 9V. a) wooden blocks with small spire. B) wooden blocks with big spire. c)
foam blocks with small spire. d) foam blocks with big spire.
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Table A.1. Power law fit exponent for open terrain of wooden blocks and small spire
Fan dial

Uref (m/s)

α

1/α

3V

4.43

0.07083

14.119

5V

6.34

0.07275

13.745

7V

7.54

0.08448

11.836

9V

9.05

0.08249

12.122

Table A.2. Power law fit exponent for open terrain of wooden blocks and big spire
Fan dial

Uref (m/s)

α

1/α

3V

4.13

0.07833

12.766

5V

6.01

0.08030

12.453

7V

7.71

0.08386

11.925

9V

9.68

0.06851

14.596

Table A.3. Power law fit exponent for open terrain of foam and small spire
Fan dial

Uref (m/s)

α

1/α

3V

4.0

0.06832

14.638

5V

5.5

0.07067

14.151

7V

6.84

0.06586

15.184

9V

8.32

0.05905

16.936
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Table A.4. Power law fit exponent for open terrain of foam and big spire
Fan voltage dial

Uref (m/s)

α

1/α

3V

3.43

0.07169

13.948

5V

5.22

0.07846

12.746

7V

6.82

0.08241

12.134

9V

8.34

0.08186

12.215
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Change of ember coverage area over time

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Figure B.1. Change of ember area on flat roof with different wind speed (fan voltage dial) and wind directions. a) 0 degree. b) 30 degree. c)
45 degree. d) 60 degree. e) 75 degree. f) 90 degree
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(e)

(c)

(f)

Figure B.2. Change of ember area on 2/12 roof with different wind speed (fan voltage dial) and wind directions. a) 0 degree. b) 30 degree. c)
45 degree. d) 60 degree. e) 75 degree. f) 90 degree
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(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Figure B.3 .Change of ember area on 4/12 roof with different wind speed (fan voltage dial) and wind directions. a) 0 degree. b) 30 degree. c)
45 degree. d) 60 degree. e) 75 degree. f) 90 degree
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Figure B.4. Change of ember area on 6/12 roof with different wind speed (fan voltage dial) and wind directions. a) 0 degree. b) 30 degree. c)
45 degree. d) 60 degree. e) 75 degree. f) 90 degree
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(e)

(c)

(f)

Figure B.5. Change of ember area on 8/12 roof with different wind speed (fan voltage dial) and wind directions. a) 0 degree. b) 30 degree. c)
45 degree. d) 60 degree. e) 75 degree. f) 90 degree.
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(d)

(e)

(f)

Figure B.6. Change of ember area on 10/12 roof with different wind speed (fan voltage dial) and wind directions. a) 0 degree. b) 30 degree. c)
45 degree. d) 60 degree. e) 75 degree. f) 90 degree.
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Contour plots of ember rooftop mobility

Figure C.1. Contours of ember mobility (1/𝐾) for a 2/12 roof pitch and wind angles of 0o (left) and 45o (right). Wind directions shown in
figure 5.11.
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Figure C.2. Contours of ember mobility (1/𝐾) for a 4/12 roof pitch and wind angles of 0o (left) and 45o (right). Wind directions shown in
figure 5.11.
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Figure C.3. Contours of ember mobility (1/𝐾) for a 6/12 roof pitch and wind angles of 0o (left) and 45o (right). Wind directions shown in
figure 5.11.
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Figure C.4. Contours of ember mobility (1/K) for a 8/12 roof pitch and wind angles of 0o (left) and 45o (right). Wind directions shown in
figure 5.11.
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Figure C.5. Contours of ember mobility (1/𝐾) for a 10/12 roof pitch and wind angles of 0o (left) and 45o (right). Wind directions shown in
figure 5.11.
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